
HANGOVER (Serious Drinking)

A/// F/// C/// G/// (bass)
A/// F/// C/// G/// (ukes & drums)

A///             F///               C///           G///
Talked again for hours last night I don’t remember word
Think I made a fool of myself cos everyone overheard
Did we talk about you or me, politics or sport
Did I try to take you home get refused and distraught

---CHORUS---
F///              G///             A///             A///

Oh what did I say to you last night I can’t remember a word
F///              G///                A///         A///
What did I say to you last night that everyone overheard
F///              G///             A///         A///
What did I say to you last night I can’t remember a thing
F///              G///             D///      D///
What did I say to you last night I must stop drinking
-----------

A/// F/// C/// G/// x 2
Woo ooh ooh ooh

A///               F///             C///               G///
I’m never going to drink again last night was just too much
I’ve got such a bloody hangover enough is enough
Did I really smash those shops as I walked you home last night
Was I really the cause of a stupid senseless fight

---CHORUS---

A/// F/// C/// G/// x 2
Woo ooh ooh ooh

A///         F///      C///           G///
Why do I have to do this I really want to know
Every other morning beaten black and blue
One look in the mirror tells me that I’m wrong
Bloodshot eyes and headaches it can’t go on for long

---CHORUS---

Bass solo x 2
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A/// F/// C/// G///
Better stop drinking

A/// F/// C/// G///
Better stop drinking       (might stop drinking)

A/// F/// C/// G///
You better stop drinking    (I will stop drinking)

A/// F/// C/// G///
You better stop drinking    (I’m gonna stop drinking)

A/// F/// C/// G///
You better stop drinking     (I must stop drinking)

A/// F/// C/// G///
You better stop drinking     (I can’t stop drinking)

A///        F///  C///      G///
16 pints of lager 14 vodkas too
Hardly surprising I forgot what I said to you
Hangover this morning it’s dark and it’s thick
I’ve got to give up drinking I feel so bloody sick

---CHORUS---
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